
Meagan Johnson, born 1970, Gen X’er
A Generational Expert, Speaker and Author. She’s a bright, funny delightfully
obnoxious Generational Humorist!
What exactly is a Generational Expert?
It’s somebody who understands the differences between Baby Boomers (born 1945-
1964), Generation Xers (born 1965-1980) and Gen Yers also called Millennials (born
1981-2000) and how they can live, and most importantly, work together
successfully without name-calling or bloodshed.
Think you’ve already heard everything about the multiple generations? Think
again!
Our generations and the gaps that separate them are in constant flux, what
worked last year probably won’t work today. Anybody still using their VCR? What
seemed like a perfect solution yesterday is the source of tomorrow’s problem. You
really need to get all those home movies put on disc! … Wait! I mean Digital
Storage. Oh No! I mean The Cloud!
The potential for collision, conflict and confusion between the generations has
never been greater and the chasm is growing wider every day we ignore the
problem.
Unwilling to accept standard, by-the-book generalizations, Meagan tackles the
generational challenges, myths and misunderstandings head on. Meagan
demonstrates to audiences, through her own experience, in depth research and
program customization, that all generations have differences and strengths that
go beyond mere age and appearance.
Stop complaining about the generational differences and learn from Meagan
Johnson what you can do right now to make the most of all the generations.
The workplace is NOT what it used to be.
What happened to company loyalty, work ethic, manners and attitudes? People
are staying past their prime; the co...

Testimonials

Meagan Johnson

Masterful. Perfect. The Best in 20 Years. Fun. When you said ‘never before’ you
meant it and delivered. Unbelievably Good. You made me money. I anticipated
something really good, but nothing this incredible.

- RECreation, Inc..

Meagan was our closing keynote speaker for our Fall Convention and I will tell
you that she received some of the highest evaluations that any speaker has ever
received from our members- and they can be a tough crowd! I too asked her to
present on embracing a multigenerational workforce, as that is one of our
greatest challenges throughout Utah’s long-term care profession, and she totally
nailed the topic. I purposefully put Meagan as our closing keynote speaker as I
like to end our large, statewide meetings on a high note and Meagan certainly
delivered! She was well prepared, engaged with my attendees and presented
with a dynamic energy that kept everyone interested.

- Utah Health Care Association.
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